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WHOLESALE TERMS
 
Ordering: Email orders@lizsabo.com or call me at 216.246.9590 with your order.
 
Minimums: Opening orders that include any full-sized styles have a $400 minimum. 
Opening orders that only include items $25 or less have a minimum of $250.
 
Payment: For first time orders payment must be made prior to 
shipping. Once your order is ready to ship, I will contact you for your 
payment information. Credit cards (MasterCard, Visa or Discover) are 
accepted. Net 30 may be used for subsequent orders.
 
Shipping: Shipping costs will be added to final invoice before 
payment and shipping.
 
Lead Times: Lead times are generally 2-4 weeks. Please contact me 
for specific lead times at time of order.
 
Returns/Exchanges: Items may be returned or exchanged within 15 
days of receiving order as long as they are in the condition they were 
when shipped.
 
Display: Full sized bags will be shipped with a small amount of stuffing to maintain 
form. Additional stuffing is available, for full sized bags or totes. Foam bottom inserts 
are also available for an additional cost. Please let me know if you would like any extra 
display items to prevent shipping delays.



ABOUT LIZ SABO
 
I am inspired by the idea of functional fashion for everyday life: 
good design is not only what something looks like, but also how it 
is used. I design bags that make life simpler. Bags with plenty of 
pockets. Bags with easy to clean fabrics. Bags that are made to be 
used and loved.
  
With high quality and thoughtfully sourced materials, each bag is 
individually handcrafted with the utmost care in my Cleveland, 
Ohio Studio. Whether making a many pocketed messenger bag or 
a simple shopping tote, I take pride in knowing that my bags will 
hold up to the rigors of everyday use. Each detail is important.
  
But a bag is not just function. A bright turquoise paired with a 
polka dot print will soon have people smiling happily. My designs 
showcase my love of color and pattern. I pair these elements with 
simple, classic silhouettes to create distinctive bags.

Liz Sabo
liz@lizsabo.com
216.246.9490

Facebook @ /lizsabobags
Instagram @lizsabo
Twitter @liz_sabo

Mailing Address:
17500 Franklin Ave.

Lakewood, OH 44107


